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LORENZI AND HIS THING FOR BOULDER
EUROPEAN CUP IN BRIXEN: AUDIENCE AND SHOW

Such a great show at Vertikale Climbing Stadium in Brixen (IT)
Lorenzi (BEL) flies, Ternant (FRA) second before Flohé (GER)
Great day for Sandra Lettner (AUT) with Adamovska and Calliet
Wide audience, now it is time for the World Cup

It’s the final count… boulder! Last day of European Boulder Cup in Vertikale Climbing Stadium in Brixen, organised by O.C. AVS and Italian Federation of Climbing (FASI). 8 final climbers, men and women, played a great show this late afternoon, on the four boulder designed by the French tracker Jacky Godoffe. Belgium celebrates with Simon Lorenzi, while among women the Austrian Sandra Lettner is the best. A fantastic audience, with many mothers on their day bringing here children to enjoy the awaited final round, people of all ages clapping and cheering the talented ‘spiders’. The Belgian Lorenzi was able to solve 3 tops and 4 zones in just three attempts. Lorenzi said: “I am so happy, I’m feeling home here, since my dad is Italian. Boulders were not so difficoult, but you cannot make any mistake if you want to win. I’ll be here on June for the World Cup… and we’ll see.” Same points for the French Mathieu Ternant, but with a lower ranking in semifinal, he gets the second place. Third place for the German Yannick Flohè, 3 tops and 4 zones in 11 attempts.  Among women, the first five climbers were able to solve all 4 boulders, therefore attempts decided the final ranking. Lettner danced from the first to the last boulder, solving them all with also 4 zones in 7 attempts. One more attempt for the Czech Eliska Adamovska, second place, and two more for the French Agathe Calliet, third. Lettner said: “I did not expect it, since I had some problems during the last weeks. I still cannot believe it” Vertikale is one of the best gyms I’ve ever been to, I won here in 2019 also. Now it’s time for another European Cup stage, I’ll be doing my best”.
A big applause goes to all the young volunteers directed by Alexandra Ladurner from AVS, who worked hard during this weekend of competitions, preparing it all, following athletes during the event and helping the kitchen. This weekend, on the other side of the world, the second stage of the World Cup Boulder was taking place… and since we are talking about World Cup, AVS is already thinking about Brixen World Cup Boulder from 10th to 12th June, always at Vertikale Climbing Stadium, with the home-star Michael Piccolruaz, and tickets are available online suedtirol-climbing.it

Download video TV: www.broadcaster.it

Women
1 LETTNER Sandra AUT; 2 ADAMOVSKA Eliska CZE; 3 CALLIET Agathe FRA; 4 KAZBEKOVA Ievgeniia UKR; 5 SKUSEK Lana SLO; 6 HAMMELMÜLLER Eva Maria AUT; 7 KRUDER Julija SLO; 8 TAUB Jael ISR

Men
1 LORENZI Simon BEL; 2 TERNANT Mathieu FRA; 3 FLOHÉ Yannick GER; 4 COLLIN Nicolas BEL; 5 PUMAN Hannes SWE; 6 KRUDER Jernej SLO; 7 POPE James GBR; 8 BERGANT Martin SLO



